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I would like to start by congratulating, on behalf of the National Council, the England
Commonwealth Games team, its management, team captains and all supporting EA staff,
for being part of England’s overall excellent performance. The team won 27 medals despite
some high-profile absences through injury. It was generally a young team (with some
notable exceptions) and will have benefited greatly from the experience.
Peter Stanley has led the EA Commonwealth Games effort assisted by Andy Day and the
preparation has been going on over an extended period.
The other thing to say here is that for every athlete, selection itself and representing England
is a great achievement which would not have been possible without the input over many
years from their parents, teachers, coaches and athletics clubs. It really is a team effort to
produce the individual performances that lit up Hampden Park. This is why the National
Council fights so hard to protect and encourage the grass roots.
I attended the evening of the 100m finals and I was struck by some comments I read
recently made by Michael Johnson, where he said that in his view athletics is a professional
sport run in a very amateur fashion and that it has not modernised since he began running in
the 1990s.
The great crowds at Hampden and at Stratford in 2012 want to feel part of what is going on
and to be entertained. Their appreciation of the quality of the performances did not appear
that high. We had a great time clapping decathlete high jumpers attempting 1.85m and
singing along to Scottish and Jamaican songs written before most of the athletes were born
and when Adam Gemili went in the men’s 100m final the noise was unbelievable.
The point is though, that if you put 40-50,000 people into a stadium you should try to
entertain them better. There were huge gaps in the programme when the field events were
difficult to follow. The spreading out of the programme might be good to allow more
sessions/gate money and TV expert analysis, but there is far too much down-time in my
opinion. It reminded me of the YDL going into the sixth hour.
Moving back to the more mundane areas which the Council has to deal with I would like to
draw your attention to the Notes of our most recent Conference Call on 6th August which are
available on the EA website.
You will see from the notes that EA is engaged in a cost reduction programme to ensure that
members are not asked to finance EA activity without all costs having first been examined to
minimise the fee increase. That exercise is underway.
The relationship between UKA and EA is currently being re-worked to establish better direct
control and accountability over domestic matters. When arrangements have been finalised
there will be proper communication.
Finally as a parent/taxi service taking my sons to various races/training sessions I feel very
close to the sport just now. I have enjoyed a great year in a variety of remote venues making
sure that they have turned up on time with the appropriate bits of kit to do battle with likeminded children and their parents.

It almost goes without saying that none of this would happen without the clubs and
volunteers who give of their time so readily. I am so enthused that I bought my first pair of
spikes for probably 20 years and have used them (once). It felt like I’d stepped out of a time
machine doing the first (slow) rep, rolling back the years. Clearly the next day was not quite
so clever – no fool like an old fool etc. But athletics/running has an amazing appeal at so
many levels even after all these years. If we can get the way it is organised/presented sorted
out better, it is capable of becoming the largest and most successful sport in my opinion.
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